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Comments are open over at Josh's, and I am personally inviting any of my readers on any topic to drop
by and have a glass of punch. We are celebrating our recent big win over the trolls and spooks, not
only those at POM but at all the disinfo sites across the web. I will be there myself, acting as both a
bouncer of any trolls who show up, and as an unpaid comic. I encourage you not to just sit and watch,
but to add to the posts as much as possible. I would like to see the number of posts go way up, as
another arrow in the tiny Grinch hearts of my libelers, showing them that they have not succeeded in
poisoning our well or driving a wedge between me and my readers. All they have is a small nest of
paid agents, while we are a horde of real people. This is the time for you to make yourselves heard. If
you fear reprisals, just show up anonymously and say “peep”, to let us know you exist.
If I get a proper response on this, I may have a real live party sometime soon, where we can get
together for a real hug and a real glass of bubbly. I know that these virtual things are a bit
disappointing on the face of it, but at the present time I feel it is important to call for this sort of
gathering. Parties are not my forte, so if I can do it, you can do it.
Treat it like a real party. Chat and smile and ask me about my kittens. I won't have time to answer long
and serious questions, since it is party, but I will try to respond to everything else. I will check the
party often over the next week and spend some time there. Don't look for me there in the mornings, but
I may be there late. Cheers!
Update May 18, 2018: The party was a smashing success, way beyond my expections, so thanks to all
that came and all that are still coming. Over 1000 comments were posted in the first three days. Over
2000 have now been posted in less than a week, and the comments keep coming in. Although there are
a few trolls, the huge majority of comments are favorable, and most are glowing. So if Intel was trying
to drive a wedge between my readers and me, I think we can safely say they failed miserably. Please
feel free to join the comments. . . unless you are a troll, in which case Josh will bounce you
ignominiously.

PS: if anyone is wondering why I chose a pic of Muppets under title, it is not because I am 8 years old. It is
because I did a search on “party” looking for a pic to use, and all the rest of them were of nasty people partying.
This was the only one I found that didn't make me nauseous.

